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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259828.htm Intrinsic(5次)1. Diamonds have

little ____ value and their price depends almost entirely on their

scarcity. (03/6)A) intrinsic B) eternal C) subtle D) inherent 2. The

music aroused an _______ feeling of homesickness in him.

(02/12)A) intentional B) intermittent C) intense D) intrinsic3. Being

impatient is ________ with being a good teacher. (01/6)A)intrinsic

B)ingenious C)incompatible D)inherent 4. There was once an

_______ idea that the earth was flat and motionless. (99/6)A) absurd

B) intrinsic C) eternal D) offensive5. Diamonds have little ______

value and their price depends almost entirely on their scarcity.

(99/1)A) extinct B) permanent C) surplus D) intrinsic Reservation(4

次)1. For a particular reason, he wanted the information to be

treated as ________.(01/6)A)assured B)reserved C)intimate

D)confidential2. When he tried to make a ______ , he found that

the hotel that he wanted was completelyfilled because of a

convention. (99/1)A) complaint B) claim C) reservation D)

decision3. When he tried to make a ________ , he found that the

hotel was completely filled because of a convention. (98/6)A)

reservation B) claim C) mess D) revision4. The education ______

for the coming year is about $4 billion, which is much more than

what people expected. (97/1)A) allowance B) reservation C) budget

D) finance Optimistically(3次)1. Others viewed the findings with

_______, noting that a. cause-and-effect relationship between



passive smoking and cancer remains to be shown. (02/12)A)

optimism B) passion C) caution D) deliberation2. She remains

confident and ______ untroubled by our present problems.

(00/6)A) indefinitely B) infinitely C) optimistically D) seemingly 3. I

am afraid that you have to alter your ______ views in light of the

tragic news that hasjust arrived. (99/6)A) indifferent B) distressing C)

optimistic D) pessimistic Orientation(3次)1. When construction can

begin depends on how soon the ________ of the route is completed.

(04/6)A) conviction B) identity C) orientation D) survey 2. The

design of this auditorium shows a great deal of _____. We have

never seen such a building before. (03/6)A) invention B) illusion C)

originality D) orientation 3. Their diplomatic principles completely

laid bare their ________ for world conquest.(01/1)A) admiration B)

ambition C) administration D)orientation Negligible(2次)1. The

damage to my car was _____ in the accident, but I have a lingering

fear even today. (03/6)A) insufficient B) ignorant C) ambiguous D)

negligible2. The damage to his car was_______. therefore, he could

repair it himself. (00/1)A) considerable B) appreciable C) negligible

D) invisible Notorious(2次)1. That part of the city has long been

_____ for its street violence.(00/1)A) notorious B) responsible C)

historical D) illegal2. The directions were so _______ that it was

impossible to complete the assignment. (98/6)A) ingenious B)

ambitious C) notorious D) ambiguous 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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